
 
 

Dear Parent/Guardian, 
 
In January, the District Nurses for Wauwatosa will be coming to each elementary 
school to provide vision screenings to all SK and 5th graders and any other 
students who might have a need for vision screening.  If you have a concern about 
your child’s ability to see and would like your child screened, let your child’s 
teacher know and they will be screened on your school’s Vision Screening day. 
 
Screening is done using a wall chart or flip book and asking students to read 
letters or symbols.  This process is not an eye exam, just a screening to detect if 
your child is having any problems with their vision.  
 
These screenings are pass/fail.  Each student who does not pass the screening will 
be sent home with a letter recommending a follow-up exam.  It is up to the 
parent/guardian to decide if they would like to pursue a professional 
examination.  
 
  
 
 
 
Thank you, 
 
Katelyn Lasse, RN 
Becky Schauer, RN 
Alicia Styka, RN 
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Vision Facts and Myths 
Myth: Sitting too close to the TV is bad for the eyes. 

Fact: Although parents have been saying this ever since TVs first found their way into our homes, there's 
no evidence that plunking down right in front of the TV set damages someone's eyes. The American 
Academy of Ophthalmology (AAO) says that kids can actually focus up close without eyestrain better 
than adults, so they often develop the habit of sitting right in front of the television or holding reading 
material close to their eyes. However, sitting close to a TV may be a sign of nearsightedness. 

Myth: Wearing glasses too much will make the eyes "dependent" on them. 

Fact: Refractive errors (near-sightedness, far-sightedness, or astigmatism) change as kids get older. 
Many variables come into play, but most of this change is likely due to genetics and continues despite 
wearing glasses earlier or later or more or less. Wearing glasses does not make the eyes get worse. 

Myth: Eating carrots can improve vision. 

Fact: Although it's true that carrots are rich in vitamin A, which is essential for sight, so are many other 
foods (asparagus, apricots, nectarines, and milk, for example). A well-balanced diet can provide the 
vitamin A needed for good vision, says the AAO. 

Myth: Computer use can damage the eyes. 

Fact: According to the AAO, computer use won't harm the eyes. However, when using a computer for 
long periods of time, the eyes blink less than normal (like they do when reading or performing other 
close work). This makes the eyes dry, which may lead to a feeling of eyestrain or fatigue. So encourage 
your kids to take frequent breaks from Internet surfing or video games. 

Myth: If parents have poor eyesight, their kids will inherit that trait. 

Fact: Unfortunately, this one is sometimes true. If you need glasses for good vision or have developed an 
eye condition (such as cataracts), your kids might inherit that same trait. Discuss your family's visual 
history with your doctor. 

Source: http://kidshealth.org/en/parents/vision-facts-myths.html 

 

If you have any concerns about your child’s eyesight you should consult your pediatrician or an 
ophthalmologist.  If you are concerned about paying for an eye exam you can apply for a voucher for a 
free exam and pair of glasses for any child under the age of 18 here: www.letsgosee.net. 

 
 

 


